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Business and American Civilization is the subject of the December 10 lecture of Professor Allan
Nevins, the second historian to
speak in the Coe Lecture series,
presented here under the auspices
of the A&S Graduate School. The
Coe Series, generally entitled
American Civilization, was inaugurated October 27 with Dr. Carl-

In 1927, Professor Nevins joined
the history staff of Cornell. After
a year at Cornell, he attended Co-

lumbia, where since 1931, he has
been a professor of American
History.
During leaves of absence, he has
held the Sir George Watson Chair
of American History, Literature,
and Institutions in Great Britain,
and has been visiting professor to

LSoutis.

ton J. Hayes' lecture, Europe and

American Civilization.
Professor Nevins' career has entailed a continual interweaving of
recording and studying history.
He received his A.B. and M.A. degrees from the University of Illinois. In 1912-1913 he took what
might appear to be a year's intellectual breathing period as an English instructor at his Alma Mater.
He then turned to journalism
from 1913 to 1927, and was successively a member of the editorial staffs of the New York Evening Post, the Nation, The Sun,
and the New York World.

Key
ByPlan ed

This evening will witness the
annual Gold Key sponsored Boston
College-Holy Cross Float Parade
and Rally.
The theme of this year's float
parade has been taken from the
B.C. song "Sweep Down the Field

for Boston". Each of the fourteen
floats has taken a phrase from
this tune and incorporated it as
its own theme.
Scheduled to leave Cleveland
the California Institute of Technology, Harmsworth Professor at Circle at approximately 7:30 p.m.,
Oxford, and visiting professor of the parade, led by the Boston College Band and including an open
History to Australia,
convertible in which the principal
recipient
Professor Nevins is the
of two Pulitzer Awards in history speakers of the evening will be
and biography. He is now com- riding, will wind up Beacon Street
pleting his eighth volume history of and assemble in the parking lot
the Civil War, "The Ordeal of the next to the new Gymnasium. From
there the activity will continue inUnion."
side the gym where the speakers
of the evening will address the
student body.
Popular numbers played by the
B.C. band, displays by the cheerM
ayor
AtForum
leaders and members of the WoThe fourth presentation of the men's Recreation Activity from
Public Affairs Forum last Tues- the School of Education, will supday featured the Hon. Raymond R. plement the addresses of the eveTucker, Mayor of St. Louis. In an ning's speakers which include
informal session in the Senior
(Continued on Page 2)
Lounge of Lyons Hall, the Mayor
answered questions on any and all
subjects, from politics to econoTickets are still available for
mics to automobiles. He stated
that the true key to success in the annual Holy Cross Victory
governmental reform was "citizen Dance, and may be purchased
participation".
in the foyer of the cafeteria.
Mayor Tucker, who is a gradThe dance will be held tomoruate of St. Louis University,
row night at the Grand Balltaught mechanical engineering at
room of the Hotel Bradford,
entering
that institution before
public life. Before Mr. Tucker bewith music from 8-12 under the
came mayor, the City of St. Louis direction of Ruby Newman.This
was nearly bankrupt. With the aid dance is sponsored by the 1959
of a 400-member citizens' budget
screening committee, the city was SUB TURRI.
restored to financial stability.
Speaks

ALLAN NEVINS
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His Eminence Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop of New York
and Military Vicar of the Armed Forces of the United States of America, will receive an honorary Doctorate of Laws from Boston College
next Monday at Roberts Center. The degree will be conferred upon
Cardinal Spellman by University President Very Reverend Michael P.
Walsh, S.J., at a University convocation, which will be held in conjunction with the closing ceremonies of the sesquicenitennial celebration of the Archdiocese of Boston.
Presiding at the convocation will be Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, and in attendance will be delegations from the Knights of
Malta, the Knights and Ladies of the Holy Sepulchre, various other
men's and women's Catholic organization, as well as many of the
Cardinal's personal friends.
Cardinal Spellman is the fifth member of the Sacred College of
Cardinals to be so honored by<
Boston College. Former recipients
of honorary degrees have been
Cardinal Cushing; Gregory Peter
Cardinal Agaganian, Primate of
Armenia; Amleto Cardinal Cicognani, Apostolic Delegate to the
United States; and Valerian Cardinal Gracias, Archbishop of Bombay.

Cardinal Spellman, a native of
Whitman, Massachusetts, has had
an extraordinary careeras a priest,
pastor, and prelate since his graduation from Fordlbam University
in 1911. His priestly studies were
made at the North American College in Rome. He was first assigned as a curate at All Saints
Parish in Roxbury, and later became a staff member, and eventually editor of The Pilot. Going on
to serve as attache to the then
Vatican Secretary of State, Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli, Cardinal
Spellman was in 1932 elevated to
the bishopric, being the first
American to be consecrated to this
sacred office in St. Peter's. Returning to his native Massachusetts in 1932, he served seven
years as Auxiliary

Bishop to Wil-

CARDINAL SPELLMAN
liam Cardinal O'Connell, also a
recipient of an honorary degree
from Boston College. In 1939, he
was named Archbishop of New
York, and in 1946, the former
Whitman schoolboy became Francis Cardinal Spellman.

THIS IS NEXT YEAR
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LKte.lyPreps

Officers
Cadet

Lt. James L. Kelley, on Nov. 17,
1958, addressed the members of
the Cadet Officers Club in the first
of a series of lectures aimed at
better preparation of members for
their military service.
Lt. Kelley discussed many of
the obstacles, problems, joys, and
disappointments that must be expected in the life of an officer, especially in the days of orientation
for the newly commissioned officer.
The Cadet Officers Club, established two years ago, performs
services for the R.O.T.C. by further preparing its members for
military service and developing a
bond of lasting fellowship among
the cadet officers of Boston Col-
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PLACEMENT BUREAU

SCtuBdeAnSenate

ToHear

Sodality
JANUARY 1959
Wed. 1/7 General Motors Corp., The male day-students' Sodality
Buick Div., Framingham, Mass.
Sign up by Wed. 12/10/58. Ac- will sponsor a lecture by the noted
In the interest of an orderly and
counting & Finance only?Top authoress and member of the lay
average for controllership.
apostolate, Dorothy Day, on Monefficient year we request your comday, December 15th, in G-100 at
pliance with a few procedural
Fri. 1/9?Procter & Gamble Dist. two o'clock.
rules.
Co., Boston, Mass. Sign up by
A frequent contributor to ComThurs. 12/11. ALTERNATES
1. Placement Registration Cards
monweal
and America, Miss Day
FROM
LAST
LIST
OTHER
&
must be on file before you sign
MAJORS WHO WANT SALES. is the author of The Long Loneup for a company interview.
liness, From Union Square to
2. Faculty recommendation Fri. 1/9
Perm Mutual Life Ins. Rome, and Houses of Hospitality.
Sign up by
forms should have been given to Co., Boston, Mass.
It was in the preface to a new
Thurs.
12/11.
ALL
MAJORS
professors. We would also like part
FOR INSURANCE MGMT edition of the former book, her autotime and summer employer recombiography, that Cardinal Cushing
TRAINEES & SALES.
mendations requested by you to be
characterized Miss Day as "A heJohn Hancock Life roic example of one who dared to
sent to the Placement Office.
Mon. 1/12
Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.
live the gospel of Christ the Lord
3. A transcript should be reSign up by Mon. 12/15. MATH.
quested by you to be sent to the
FOR ACTUARIAL & DATA in all its details".
A controversial figure, Miss Day
PROCESSING, ALL OTHERS
Placement Office by the Registrar.
FOR SALES & MANAGEMENT is a former editor of"The Catholic
(A transcript authorization form
TRAINING PROGRAMS.
Worker". Arrested in the summer
may be obtained for this purpose
of
1957 for demonstrating against
at Placement).
Tues. 1/13?Arthur Young & Co., what she termed the immorality of
Boston, Mass.?Sign up by Tues. atomic warfare by refusing to take
4. A resume should be at least
12/16. ACCOUNTING ONLY shelter during a practice
and
on
preparation
in
available
air raid,
FOR PUBLIC ACCOUNTING. Miss Day
jailed for thirty
was
of
interview.
date
days. "The Pilot", on the third of
Wed. 1/14?Sperry Gyroscope Co., August, commented: "The conSign science of Dorothy Day is clear?
SIGN UP PROCEDURE
Great Neck, New York
up by Mon. 1/5/59. MATH AND can we say the same of our own?"
fair
to
give
opportunity
To
all a
PHYSICS FOR RESEARCH.
sign up for companies of their
Burroughs Corp.,
choice, normal sign-up time will be Thurs. 1/15
Sign up
after 3 P.M. of the day two weeks Paoli, Pennsylvania
by Tues. 1/6. MATH & PHY(if
in advance of interview days
SICS FOR ENGINEERING OPyou cannot make sign-up date at
ENINGS.
3 P.M. you may sign for the next
Mr. Arthur Lane Jr., of Peabody
Fri. 1/16 Merrill, Lynch, Pierce,
2 days).
Fenner & Smith, New York, & Lane Inc., steamship agents, adAt company requests, a selection N.Y.
Sign up by Thurs. 1/8. dressed the Foreign Trade Club
may be made and interviews will
ACCT., FINANCE, ECON., last week on the topic "The Probbe notified by mail if they have GEN. BUS., MKT. & MATH., lems Besetting Boston Shipping."
FOR FINANCIAL TRAINEE Two central problems were
been selected for an appointment.
stressed by Mr. Lane, i.e., lack of
OPENINGS.
We ask that you look over inarea serviced, and poor labor management relations between the
formation on any companies you SENIORS:
MR. GEORGE PEVEAR OF dockworkers and the shipping commight be interested in seeing. In
the CBA Library you may check PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSU- panies. Because of this, he said,
Moody's & Standard & Poors Reg- RANCE CO. WILL TALK TO many New England manufacturers
shipping their goods through
isters. We have booklets available SENIORS ON THURSDAY, DE- are Port
the
of New York. Boston,
on companies who will be inter- CEMBER 11th at 3 P.M. in CBA with its excellent facilities, could
viewing. Know what you are signonce again become a leading port
ing up for and have complete in- 220. THE SUBJECT WILL BE:
once these two difficulties are
formation before you leave your "LIFE OF AN INSURANCE remedied.
name at Placement.
SALESMAN". There will be a
It was announced at this meetquestion and answer period. Seing that the offices of Peabody &
If we will have any changes in
this sign-up procedurewe will noti- niors are asked to attend this dis- Lane would be visited during the
cussion.
fy you of such change.
December 11th field trip.
PROCEDURE FOR SENIORS
WHEN SIGNING UP FOR
COMPANY INTERVIEWS

HoldPsarents'Day

The Student Senate of the College of Business Administration, in
connection with the newly organized C.B.A. Guidance Department,
sponsored last Sunday a Freshman Parents Day. The purpose of
the program, as stated by Rev.
George F. Lawlor, S.J., newly appointed CBA Guidance Director,

DayDor thySpeak

?

?

?

?

?

lege.

ICtalin ommentator
Addresses Academy
Dr. Vinzo Comito, Radio Commentator and News Analyst on the
"Italian Voice of Radio" (WBOS)
spoke at a meeting of the Italian
Academy recently. He is a correspondent for New England in the
Rev. George F. Lawlor
Progresso, Italo-Americano newspaper, which is the only Italian was to have the parents
of memnewspaper that is circulated
bers of the Class of '62 meet their
throughout the United States.
sons' instructors in the informal

?

?

?

ExpO
ert utlines

Hub'P
s
roblems

The core of his lecture centered and congenial atmosphere of a disaround Mussolini, detailing his rise cussion-type program.
to power as a beneficial dictator
Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh,
who remade Italy into a strong S.J., President of Boston College,
European power.
opened the program with an informal greeting in Bapst Auditorium, which was followed by short
Rally...
addresses by Rev. W. Seavey
Joyce, S.J., Dean of the College of
(Continued from Page 1)
Business Administration, Dr. Donmembers of the football team,
ald J. White, Associate Dean, and
coaching staff, and faculty.
Vincent M. O'Reilly of the Student
Students must present their B U Senate.
Rally stub at the door of the gym
Following these introductory rein order to gain admittance. Since marks were the informal discusa dance at Campion Hall will be sion periods with professors, and
held immediately afterwards, the a showing of the movie "Towers
on the Heights". The program conattire for the evening must be ap- cluded with a reception in Welch
propriate. The fee for this dance Dining Hall at which refreshments
is $1.50.
were served.

?

?

Do You Think for Yourself ?(ifiszsissis?*)
1. Do you find going "off the
beaten track" on a trip
(A) interesting and constructive, or
(B) merely inconvenient?

L-qpC ~g*

2. In a heated discussion would you
rather (A) be the "moderator,"
or (B) jump in on a side using
any argument to win?
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4 Do y° u (A) try to figure out ahead
what each day will bring, or (B)
face Problems as they come along?
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3. Before making a complex decision,
(A)
marShal
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writin S a letter applying for
f3 5 " aWhen
job, would you try to make it
/&
(A) original and off-beat, or (B)
factual and concise?
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6 If y° u were getting furniture for
a room , would you look first for
(A) something comfortable, or (B)
something colorful and unusual?
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a linking man's

Would you rather be known as a
person who (A) works well with
others, or (B) accepts
responsibility on his own?

filter and

a

*If you have checked (A) on 3 out of the
first 4 questions, and (B) on 4 out of the

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows -
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The Rev. Robert J. McEwen,
S.J., Faculty Moderator of the
Journal of Business announced recently that William E. Cratty and

John D. Mussells, former Co-Editors, have been advanced to the
positions of Editors-in-Chief. They
will be responsible for editing the
publication during the remainder
of the year.
Mr. Cratty is Faculty Editor of
the Sub Turri, Associate Editor of
the Executive, and a memberof the
Finance Club, and Toastmasters
Circle.
Mr. Mussells is Senior Editor of
the Stylus, Public Informations Officer of the Army R.O.T.C, and a
member of the Marketing Club and
the Writers Workshop.
The new editors-in-chief have
announced the following appointments to the editorial board: Edward Belanger, Hugh Duffy, John
Mahoney, William McClennan, all
CBA '59, and Martin Nolan, School

ColegClubs

PlanActivities

Alpha Kappa Psi Professional
Fraternity, will sponsor the first

Shown above are the officers of S.A.M. as they accept the coveted
first place award of the Annual Contest sponsored by the National Society for the Advancement of Management. Presenting the award is
Mr. Harold Fisher, President of the University Chapters. Others include left to right, Paul Mcßrien '59, Nick Mastranadi '60, Richard
Baudreau '59, Francis Hargan '59, John B. Moran '59 and Dr. Justin
C. Cronin, chairmanof the Boston College Industrial Management Dept.

of Ed '61.

ProfTH.Davd iscuss
Tonight at 8:30 P.M. in the Law
School building, Professor Arthur
E. Sutherland of the Harvard Law
School will be the guest speaker
of the Boston College Law School
Forum. Professor Sutherland will
discuss the Report of the Committee on Federal-State Relationships
as presented to the Conference of
Chief Justices last summer.

SupremCourt

The Report, adopted by the chief
justices of thirty-six states, criticized the present Supreme Court
for the abuse of the power given
it by the Constitution: the court
has "tended to adopt the. role of
policy maker without proper ju-

dicial restraint."
The public is invited to this and
to all forums at a nominal admission fee.

The Sodality will sponsor its
annual Christmas Basket Drive
in a series of annual "Christmas from Dec. 9-12. Members of
the
Sing" nights to be held on Sunday Sodality will be in the foyer of the
evening, December 14, in the Bapst Cafeteria during the appointed
days to receive donations.
Auditorium.
Joel O'Brien, chairman of the
program, has announced that all
proceeds from the affair, which will
The Psychology Club Banquet
include entry and admission fees, will be held on Tuesday, December
will be sent to one or more needy 9, at 6:15 p.m. in the Little Hofbrau, Allston. Dr. Norman Wells
Christmas charities.
of the Philosophy Dept. will speak
It is expected that each club, on the relation of psychology to
society, etc. will enter a choral philosophy. Tickets may be purgroup from its ranks to compete chased from Bob Dennehy, Joe
with the many other campus or- O'Neil, Dan Rosen, and Dan Callahan.
ganizations for prizes which will
* * *
be awarded on the basis of originality and quality by a board of
The Boston College School of
qualified judges.
Nursing will present its annual,
Requirements for entry are as semi-formal, Winter Whirl next
evening, December 12, at
follows: (1) each group will be Friday
the Dorothy Quincy Suite in the
comprised of a minimum of eight John
Hancock Building.
people who will sing one ChristThere will be dancing from 8:00
mas song; (2) ONLY members of until 12:00 p.m. to the music of
your organization will be permitted Pete Derba's Orchestra. Tickets,
to sing for your organization; (3) are obtainable at the door.
in no cases, will a person appear
* * *
with more than one group; (4)
The
Woman's
Council will sponentry
per
organeach
fee is $2.00
ization; and (5) notification of sor a Barn Social next Friday evening in Campion Hall. There will
participation plus entry fee must be popular
and square dancing from
be returned to Professor James 8 to 12. Music will be provided by
Squire Davis.
Dunn, Fulton 315 immediately.

Editors-in-Chief of Journal of
Business. Standing: John D. Mussells. Seated: William E. Cratty.

Dr.SSimches peaks

AtCercF
le
rancais

Recent guests of Le Cercle Francais have included Dr. Seymour
Simches, Chairman of the Romance Language Department at
Tufts University and Monsieur
Charles dc Pampelonne, the French
consul to Boston.
Dr. Simches in his lecture gave
animated readings from some of
the more popular works of Moliere.
Monsieur Pampelonne gave a
very informative and frank talk
on present day France, speaking
authoritatively on such topics as
the Algerian Crisis, the recent election of DeGaulle, as well as the
bright future of France under the
new Constitution.

EUROPE

English: unhip

ENGLISH: endorsement of
Lucky Strike cigarettes
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Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa to
Sweden. You're accompanied
not
herded around. College age only. Also
short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia (Box 2) Pasadena, Cal.

fine tobacco. So any endorsement
of Luckies is bound to be a Tasti-
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THINKLISH TRANSLATION: Other
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Just put two words together to form a new
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Thinklish words (with translations) to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university and class.
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?Go Betty Go?

Looking back over the past six years the co-eds
have been on the Heights, we note that the girls
have justified their presence in ways other than
merely aesthetic. Aside from the color they add to
the cafeteria and football games, they have made
an observable contribution to the intellectual and
extracurricular life of the University. It is, we realize, most unfashionable to commend the intellectual
attributes of the young ladies from Campion Hall,
the average student prefers to confine his critical
comments to sneers or whistles depending on the
degree of pulchritude the young ladies possess, assuming that co-eds are something less than rational
beings. The unfortunate truth is that the above attitude reflects on the mental prowess of its advocates rather than on the girls.
The gradual acceptance of women students on
campus has not been a facile transformation.There
have been, and still are, certain professors who elect
to posit the full blame for the inadequacies of the
Dewey system, every disturbance among the students, and the architectural deficiencies of Campion
Hall on the heads of the co-eds they may have in
class. Something of a similar sort of intellectual
myopia lies behind the not infrequent prejudices on
co-eds held by substantial numbers of the male student body and the alumni.
Objectively speaking, the girls have made substantial contributions to the strength and quality of
the activities which have had the foresight to admit
them to full membership. It is unfortunate that a few
of the major activities have to date failed to extend
the privileges of membership and office holding to
the co-eds. For our own part we suspect that female

By BRENDA M. CROWLEY and JACK McNEALY

HOLY CROSS WEEKEND
Join in the huge pre-game festivities tonight. At 7:30 the colorful
Float Parade will make its way from Cleveland Circle along Beacon
Street to Roberts Center. Following this, the Gym will be the scene of
a spirited rally. The evening will conclude with a dance in Campion
Hall. Tickets cost $1.50 per couple and must be purchased in advance.
Then tomorrow night, celebrate the game at the traditional Victory Dance, sponsored by the Sub-Turri. This event will be held in the
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Bradford from 8-12. Music will be furnished by Ruby Newman's orchestra. Tickets are $4.00 a couple.
ELSEWHERE ON CAMPUS
As of this week, the Boston College Film Society showings will be
held on Friday exclusively. George Orwell's "Animal Farm" will have
three performances tonight, 4:00, 6:30 and 8:30 P.M. The place is
Campion 8. Don't miss it.
The Psychology Club Banquet is Tuesday evening at the Little
Hofbrau in Allston at 6:30. The menu includes a full course steak
dinner for $3.00 for non-members.
The next in the series of Coe Lectures will be held on Wednesday,
December 10 at 4 P.M. in Bapst Auditorium, where Mr. Allan Nevins
will speak on "Business and American Civilization".

..

AT OUR NEIGHBORS
Sunday afternoon at 3:00, the MIT Choral Society will present
Henry Purcell's "The Faery Queen", at Kresge Auditorium. Tickets
are $1.50
The BU Celebrity Series presents the Vienna Academy
The Regis College Dramatic
Chorus at Recital Hall on December 7
Club presents a comedy, "The Torchbearers," on December 8th for
only $1.

...

.

The Harvard University Series is presenting David Reisman on
December 9th at 4:30 in the New Lecture Hall. The topic is "Study of
National Character: A Study of The American Case".
AROUND BOSTON

.

Racine's classical work, Britannicus, will be performed by Vieuxeditors-in-chief, and co-ed presidents of the Gold
Key would do no serious harm, and might even ef- Colombier of Paris at the Sanders Theatre in Cambridge, Saturday
On Wednesday evening,
fect substantial improvements in the structures and and Sunday evenings, the 6th and 7th
December 10th, World Travel and Adventure Series is sponsoring an
functions of the calcifying major activities.
A Tale of Ten Cities". New
illustrated travelogue entitled, "Italy
The prospect of gradually granting full academic England Mutual Hall is the place.
status in all the schools of the university to women
students is a salutary and long-overdue emancipaWNAC-TV will televise the solemn closing of the sesqui-centennial
tion. In the main, the co-eds have made a better of the Archdiocese of Boston from Holy Cross Cathedral on Monday,
than average contribution to the community; the December 8, from 10:30-12:00 noon.
arbitrary exclusion of co-eds from Arts and Sciences
The Institute of Contemporary Art, 230 The Fenway, is showing
is hardly justified on the basis of past performance. a
special exhibition by Japanese born painters, now living in the United
The girls have more than aptly demonstrated
that they are entitled to pursue courses of study States.
"Look Back in Anger", winner of the New York Drama Critics
which will lead to graduate work in medicine, law,
and the arts. The University is in the unique position Award, is playing at the Colonial through the 14th of December

...

.

.

...

of being able to open the fields of study to them by Maria Sohell is starring in The Last Bridge, being shown at the Bratthe simple and relatively painless means of remov- tle this weekend. A comedy against our gadget-happy world is My

ing the myth of admitting them solely to courses
leading to the B.S. in Education.
Co-eds "dc facto" are taking courses in most of
the major departments of study. We have now only
to remove the purely theoretical fictions imposed
by the A&S and CBA admissions policies to give
them the"de jure" recognition their work more
than merits.

Know GetiTngoUs
The vast majority of students probably succeed
in spending their allotted four years of study on
campus without ever having occasion to come into
personal contact with the Office of Public Relations. The function of such an office is in the main
extramural, with the possible exception of its dealings with the campus newspaper and a few of the
major activitieswhich assume extramural functions.
Again, effective public relations demand a subtlety
and inconspicuousness lest the project being publicized have the stigma of hucksterism attached to

it.

For the above reasons, and because of the very
newness of the office on campus, it is quite possible
that the majority of university population has yet
to take conscious notice of the most effective public

Uncle,

now at

the Kenmore.

..

Record fans will enjoy seeing Jimmie Rodgers at Blinstrubs
After your date (or any time) you might enjoy visiting some of the
many coffee houses around town. Club Mt. Auburn, at 47 Mt. Auburn
Street, features progressive jazz on weekends from 9 P.M. to 1 A.M.
The Orleans on Charles Street is open 'till 1 A.M. on weekdays and

weekends.

ON THE SPORTS SCENE
The B.C. hockey team meets Yale at McHugh Forum, Wednesday,
December 10th at 8 P.M. The basketball team will tangle with Northeastern at 8:15 P.M. on Tuesday, the 9th, at Roberts Center.
The high-flying Bruins encounter the champion Montreal Canadiens Sunday night, the 7th, at the Gardens.
That's it for now. See you at the rally.
relations work done by John Lamer, '43. Mr. Lamer, with a singularly outstanding reputation in the field, has begun the long neglected
job of selling B.C. to the general public. The fruits of such a program
will be manifest, we hope, in increased financial support, greater public interest, and a higher calibre of applicants for the University.
The job is a big one, as anyone familiar with the PR systems of
neighboring universities will readily testify. In hiring Mr. Lamer an
excellent start has been made, a start which we hope will be followed
up by an increase, in due time, of the budget, staff, and facilities
available to the office.

production.
The play, with its surface story of the sea-nymph
who falls in love with a man, demands the utmost of
interpretative ability from its cast,?if not carefully
handled it quickly degenerates into either farciality
or ribaldry. The campus group effected an artistically
perfect balance which preserved both the humor and
the meaning of Giraudoux.
The chief burden for carrying the play rested on
the shoulders of the two leads: Fran Bessoih and
George Holland. Both frankly, rendered performances
which were classed as pleasant surprises. Franny, in
her first campus appearance, played the part of
Ondine with a clarity and sensitivity. George Holland's first attempt at a major romantic role was
equally beyond expectations. It was marked chiefly
by excellence of carriage and diction and would assuredly have been the best performance in the play
were it not for the unusual warmth of Ondine herself.

James O'Hearn as Auguste turned in an excellent
portrayal of Ondine's fathfer which was only slightly
marred by an inadequate make-up. His opposite,
Flora McLaughlin succeeded in filling the part of
Eugenic with admirable adequacy. The chorus of Ondine had a weak spot in Maureen O'Brien's gestures

and voice which were more recitative and forced than
those of Lorraine Cassidy and Peggy Lynch.
Leo Kearney played his three character roles with
gusto which reminded one of Santa Claus and at other
times of Scrooge?unfortunately these two extremes
were supposed to represent the same character in
disguise. Leo's variations in tone and overacting failed
to convey the character continuity to the audience.
Robert Kiernan as the poet Betram and Pauline
Mathieu as Bertha were both rather artificial in gesture and strained in voice. Mr. Kiernan somewhat redeemed himself in the third act; Miss Mathieu while
lovely to look at and beautifully costumed remained
flat and colorless throughout the play. A good deal
of this flatness can be explained by virtue of it being
Pauline's first appearance; unfortunately it was highly accented by contrast with the realistic renditions
of Miss Bessom and Mr. Holland.
To return to the character roles, William Ryan as
the Lord Chamberlain, overacted with a zeal that reminded the audience of pie-in-the-face slapstick. What
was intended as a sustaining role assumed the proportions of farce in an otherwise well controlled play.
Kevin Byrne as the Superintendent of the Theater
was a trifle pompous and overly rhetorical, but otherwise excellent.
Gene Mulcahy played the role of the king with
vividness. Gene is a natural comic so it's no wonder
that he more than filled the part. The only charge
that could be levied against Gene is that of upstaging
?fortunately his portrayals are such as to falsify it.
The most outstanding character portrayal of the
lot was Brian McNiff's version of the First Judge,
with Anthony Capodilupo's rendition of the Second
Judge, running a very close second. Paul Donlon, the
first fisherman, was in about the same class save for
a slight overplay of an intended bit part.
As for the minor roles, Charles Tretter walked on
well, Mary Ellen Tomei chose' to address the wings
rather than the audience (a problem of direction)
which lost whatever she had to say. Carol Giblin
looked well on stage, and James Toomey was justifiably given the only small roles, which he rather
unwished and most unsuccessfully tried to project.
So much for the litany of the cast. The play itself
got off to a rather slow start and began to really
move around the middle of the first act?this is perhaps the usual course of amateur productions. Lighting by the Brothers Hermans was ambitious and, with
the exception of one or two miscues, the best we have
ever seen on campus. The set was fair in the first
act, something less than that in the second, but quite
good for the final act.
To conclude, the production ranks as the best we've
seen in our four years with unusual credit due to
Father Larkin for overcoming the seemingly unconquerable difficulties of the play. Our only complaint
with the Dramatic Society is that their schedule calls
for them to produce only two more shows this season.
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By Martin F. Nolan

THE NEWSPAPER VACUUM
,

Floods of congratulatory mes- and Rudolph Elie have robbed the umnist is, of course, one of Amersages are being addressed to One Herald of much of its spark. The ica's leading intellectuals.
Norway Street in Boston this week. Herald, however, still should strive
The Boston newspapers, on the
From all over the world people are for something more than the over- whole, however, are inadequate.
extending their best wishes to The emphasis on things mercenary in With the folding of the Boston

By Stephen Stack

OG
Gfenius irardoux
When one thinks of playwright
Jean Girardoux, what comes to
mind first of all is his style; in
fact it is very probable that both
his life and his work were pat-

conventional setting that Girardoux
exhibited in the theatre the
conflict that was to entangle his
interest in one way or another
during his entire life as a dramaChristian Science Monitor on its their editorial columns. Oscar Post, there further developed the terned in conformity with an in- tist. The profound psychic dualism
fiftieth anniversary. The Monitor Wilde's definition of- a cynic could myth that Boston is an "over- exorable stylistic principle.
which had already caused him to
is a unique publication in that it well apply to this journal's edi- newspapered" town. The presence
What lies behind an attitude of divide his life between two careers
newstorial
content.
only
religious
daily
is the
of this myth, of course, discourman and two literatures flowered now
The Herald's afternoon counter- ages any attempts to fill the def- this sort is clear enough. No
paper with a world-wide circulaidea;
can
establish
title
to
an
at into a series of remarkable works;
tion. The Monitor's layout and edi- part, the Traveler, has two of the inite journalistic vacuum in Bos- the most he
the best examples of which are
only
poscan
claim
torial content, as well as its news better syndicated columnists in ton. Where does that leave us?
The stream of thought The Enchanted, Madwoman of
staff, are universally regarded as Marquis Childs and William S. The newspapers in Boston are real- session.
that irrigates the mind of each of Chaillot, Electra, Tiger at the
first-rate. Yet this newspaper's White. The local political situation ly not that bad but we still must
is a tributary of the intellec- Gates and Ondine. He certainly
us
editor, Erwin D. Canham, has fre- is capably covered by columnist admit to the existence of this tual river
that drains the entire was not a mystic, he had too much
quently and emphatically stated Cornelius Dalton. David Lawrence vacuum.
living universe. But a man's style humour and common sense for that
two.
always
always
good
jolt
is,
that the Monitor
and
is
for a
or
Perhaps the ultimate answer will is intrinsic and private with him, type of self-absorption. But he had
will be, a Boston institution. This Some of us never knew how evil be to emulate the success of our like his voice
or his gesture, part- in a high degree that feeling of
assertion Mr. Canham backs up the Supreme Court justices were or Christian Scientist brethren
yes, ly a matter of inheritance, partly kinship with the universe which is
how
a
City
danger
"mongrelagreat
the
Monitor's
Hall
with deeds:
we mean that the Pilot should go of cultivation. It is more than a characteristic of
the romantic
and State House coverage is the tion" was to Western civilization daily.
and he permitted his fancy
poets,
of
It
is
a
pattern
experience.
patbest?period.
before Mr. Lawrence enlightened
Why not take this excellent tern of the soul. This much seems to range far beyond the limits of
The achievements of this news- us. The Traveler's editorials, althe naturalistic method which he
paper are truly remarkable. Yet though they try to avoid the theme Catholic weekly and convert it into evident: the ideas of Giraxdoux
employed. The result is
habitually
be
traced
without
may
daily
a
afternoon
Fiundue
efnewspaper?
Herald,
its circulation in Greater Boston of the
lack vigor and
a dlrama of delightful surpresses,
fort
the
problems
to
main
intellectual
and
personnel
nancial and
is relatively small. This fact is un- punch.
somewhere between the art of the
fortunate in view of the sad newsThe Record-American's edito- will arise, of course, but they could artistic preoccupations of his time candid camera
and the art of the
paper situation in this great city. rials are, for the most part, litera- be ironed out in time. Perhaps the but the style of Girardoux is Gi- fairy tale.
big
lack
rardoux.
greatest
obstacle
is
our
of
There are, excluding the Moni- ry gems from the Hearst producThe plays that best characterize It is in his ability to tell a
tor, six Boston dailies. Since the tion line. As far as Drew Pearson, thinking.
is
his
mature style occupy a middle- familiar story in terms of the
any
newspaper
PegWinchell,
Scientists,
of
its
ediWalter
Westbrook
If
Christian
who
heart
ground
al
are
number
in
the
between comedy and trage- highest poetic fantasy that Girarpages,
briefly
ler,
concerned,
thousands,
let us
examine
et
all we can
exercise
torial
dy.
such great influence by means of
His characters are precisely doux most clearly demonstrateshis
the contents of each. The Herald say is dc gustibus.
The Boston Globe, then, stands the Monitor, why cannot the mil- observed but this precision has control of the two worlds which it
talks about money, and little else;
was his function as an artist to
Holmes Alexander, the syndicated in the middle. Its editorial pages lions of American Catholics do nothing to do with naturalism. His bring together. In the flight of his
pleasant
reading:
anniversary
clearly
firmly
hard-core,
rock- are
Uncle Dud- likewise? The fiftieth
situations are
and
columnist, is a
imagination he transcends the
ribbed conservative. The Herald is ley is a famous New England in- editorial in the Monitor was en- based with reality we know, but world of the realistic theatre, preone of the few papers in the coun- stitution and justly so; the Edito- titled "A World to Win." There Girardoux has only a qualified in- senting a greenworld of fable and
try that has a strictly financial rial Points are the most enjoyable lies the challenge and there is no terest in this reality. It is there fantasy. But in the highest flight
columnist (Sylvia Porter) on its daily reading for many a citizen reason why the meeting of this only as a point of departure for
of this agile spirit we realize from
editorial rather than on its finan- of Greater Boston. Walter Lipp- challenge should not take place in an excursion into poetry. "What- first
to last the strength of the
cial pages. The loss of Bill Mullins man, the Globe's syndicated col- Boston.
ever I have written", Girardoux anchoring
thought which deteronce said, "I consider merely as a
mines
reality. His plays
course,
its
sort of poetic diversion."
are all about something, something
Girardoux does not view life understandable, something imporwith the analytic eye of the ab- tant, a truth which cannot, perstractionist. For him, reality is haps, be explored in any other
what it is, as far as it goes. But way and which at any rate, nohe sees further, he adds a dimen- body else has explored before in
sion and thus is able to enjoy a
By PETER DEE
for Hickey, a travelling salesman, police there is a strange stillness degree of freedom with respect to quite this way.
to
saloon.
pays
yearly
Harry
Hope,
them a
visit
in the
the his subject which the earthbound The genius of Girardoux is eviThe Charles Playhouse has a who
dent in his every work. There is
birthslowly
owner,
celebrate
the
saloon
owner's
and
walks
gets
up
new location on W&rrenton Street
does not enjoy. He felt himself to no word to describe the art of
was
day.
jokes,
Hickey
entertainment,
With
about
the
room.
"Poor
be, fundamentally a moral writer. Girardoux except
behind the Shubert Theatre. It op- and
to say that it is
free liquor he brings a hollow insane, he didn't know what he
ened its season auspiciously with
It was thus in a realistic and genius or at least magic.
and
talking
to
them
so
wait
was
joy
they
Everything
all
about.
he
Eugene
of
production
an ambitious
told us was just a lie", he says.
O'Neill's talky play, The Iceman for him once again.
Hickey arrives amid cheers but Joyously, the people about him
Cometh. The play was acted with
gusto, compassion and comprehen- the cronies are dismayed and dis- agree and eagerly they hide once
to find that their jester again behind the protective shield
sion by an excellent cast who seem appointed
changed. He has stopped of their dreams for indeed this is
likely to make this little theatre a has
drinking, he tells them that he has their only means of survival in a
spot of vital interest to theatrelast found blessed peace and he world that has crushed everything
goers who enjoy strong, intelligent at
is
going to save them all. Face else out of them. Only one man
drama. The fact that they could
the truth, he says, cast aside your remains in his changed state, Larsustain audience interest through- pipe
After viewing a nationally tele- my; this is reflected particularly
dreams and you'll have life ry, the philosopher who thought
out the presentation is much to
vised
program dealing with the ef- in the stock market where more
licked.
he could ignore life but who in
their credit, 'because Mr. O'Neill's
on
one
of Soviet propaganda a few and more people seem to favor the
begins
campaign,
reality
people
He
his
cared
about
too
fects
play is decidedly repetitous, talky,
It has always been
he
out
to
by
people
one
sends
the
much.
He
alone
spend
will
the weeks ago, the American public common stock.
and much too long.
the
favorite
but
now it is scaling
it
his
reality,
honestly
face
rest of
life in the living death might become alarmed the sight
believing
at
Yet, it is a great play. It has will cure them because he has that Hickey unconsciously
new heights with a prospective
brought
been hailed as O'Neill's most am- done the same thing himself. How- to them.
of Indian children reading fairy growth in corporate profit. Savbitious effort. It tells a story about ever, there is a flaw in his philosThus, Eugene O'Neill's story tales featuring capitalists as the ings banks and abonds cannot hope
the pitiful struggles of men that ophy, his friends aren't cured, they ends. But it starts to grow in the big bad wolves.
to compete on
long term basis
The fact of the with
the big return based on what
is tragically realistic, and once crawl back to the saloon, pitifully audience's mind and they find that
again author O'Neill ventures into naked without their protective pipe they can't quickly shake off its de- matter is we are woefully out- most people hope will be a conthe wistful world of dreams.
dreams. They return to their fa- pressing effects. As far as the maneuvered by Russia in the tinued hike in the National Prothe
Iceman
deals
with
down
The
miliar tables but even their alco- Charles Players are concerned, the Middle East and India. It would be duct.
and out people who inhabit a dingy holic levity is gone, they cannot entire cast, with their vivid por- ironic if we were to lose freedom
saloon and measure their lives in get drunk anymore, they are just trayals are responsible for this to inexpensive children's books DEATH AND
the periods between drinks. One shells of people.
A report released last week by
lasting emotion. Notable among rather than to million dollar
the Greater Boston Economic
character describes the place as
Hickey is bewilderedand alarmed the performers was John Hefferthe last chance saloon, the last at what he has done to his friends. nan as Harry Pope, Edward Zany ICBM's.
Study Committee indicates that the
property taxes of Boston are beharbor, the place where people In a last attempt to save them he as Willie, Ralph Coleman as Joe,
coming well nigh unbearable for
finally end up because there is no blusters out the story of how he Olympia Dukakis as Cora, and GERRY MANDER
The sudden interest of certain what might be termed medium
place to go. However, these people faced his pipe dream, but in the Judge Springer as Hickey, alhave one thread that they can midst of his rantings he is sud- though his final speech did not associations within the Common- sized business such as insurance
and retail companies. It was furcling to: their pipe dreams. These denly confronted by a crushing have the proper buildup.
wealth of Massachusetts concern- ther
alone save them from a dark de- fact; the truth he thought he faced
stated these interests do not
However, in the end it is O'Neill
spair of a living death. In a state was not truth at all, just another himself who is responsible for ing the gerry-mandering of the want to leave but are finding it
of half happiness, they drink, pipe dream. Earlier he confessed this play's greatness and alternate 9tate makes one wonder where all impossible to do otherwise. The
laugh, reminisce and make plans to his friends that he killed his failures. His perceptions on life in this sudden enthusiasm for cor- new Prudential center is a move
for tomorrow. A tomorrow where wife because he loved her too this play, can be best summed up rectly apportioning the electorate forward but one battle does not
they will go back to their old jobs, much to see her suffer because of in a quote from another of his
make a war. Shortly after the reduring the long reign of the
a tomorrow where they will cross his failings. Now he realizes that plays: "An unseen hand lifts aside was
sults of this study were released,
the sea and be reunited with for- he killed her because he hated her the veil of things and for a second G.O.P. in the state senate. It is the most powerful union of the
gotten families. A tomorrow where for pitying him too much. At last you see the secret, in seeing the difficult to comprehend how some city employees asked' for a raise
they will stand valiantly and face he faces the truth as he made the secret are the secret but when the of the more conservative elements commensurate with that which the
the truth that they have been other men do and he cannot stand hand lets the veil fall and you are
city firefighters received in the reavoiding for years. A tomorrow up under its weight, he is de- lost again in the fog and you have even suggested it would be cent elections. Estimates on the
unconstitutional for the new Dem- cost of this pay hike are about
that will never come.
stroyed.
stumble on towards nowhere for
ocrat legislation to change the $11.60 on the tax rate
someAnd while they dream they wait
When Hickey is led away by the no good reason."
electoral section. Does the state thing's got to give.
constitution apply to one party or
HERE TODAY
both?
The latest development in the
To the Editor:
celebrated
TV quiz scandals hit
To the Editor:
INFLATION
It was indeed a pleasure to see a reasonable
the news last week when it was
"Me Firstism" was one of the finest editorials I crowd at the recent showing of Open City. The film
The investing public seems re- announced the isolation booths are
have ever read in The Heights. I have one serious society has gone to extremes to provide fine movies signed to inflation as an ines- being sold. One is being transcriticism to register, though. Where does the author for the student body, and this was the first which capable by-product of the econo- formed into a roadside stand.
draw the casual relationship between organized acwas attended by a decent turnout.
tivities on campus and those individuals who
Perhaps it is indicative of the atmosphere at B.C.
"painted her (the university's) name over certain that only a handful show up for an enriching film,
sections of Commonwealth Ave"?
while hundreds appear for a football rally. It would
Tues., Dec. 9
Campion 8; 4 P.M.
With this one exception, I found "Me Firstism" quite seem that there is a distortion of the ends of a
everyone
every
worthwhile and something which
and
University, otherwise known as an academic comAll students are invited to attend an open forum on the
organization should consider with serious thought.
munity. When it ceases to be such a body, it no
purposes and selections of the B.C. Film Society
longer has a right to .existence.
Yours truly,
N. Peter Johnson, CBA '60
Joannes de Silentio, A&S '61
first
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By PHIL LANGAN

One year ago this time, Boston

College followers were rather pessimistic about their usually mediocre basketball team. "No
height," claimed a few court experts, while others took a look at
Holy Cross' roster, and shook with
envy and despair. Six months later,
the high flying Eagles were accepting an N.C.A.A. tourney bid,
and the September pessimists were
burying theirheads. Let's put these
laurels aside for a few paragraphs,
however, and peer into the future

Giersch was on the All-New
England team last year and averaged close to fifteen points a game
despite a steady case of the flu
through the last part of the year.
He's fast, has an excellent jump
shot, and can rebound with most
of the bigger men.
Barry McGrath, the tallest man
on the starting five at 6ft. sin. has
been Mr. Clutch for the Eagles the
past two years, coming up with the
big two pointer or rebound at just
the right time. His defensive play
last year was outstanding and in
the tourney tilt with Maryland he
held the Terrapin's top scorer to a
few scattered points.

averaged close to fifteen points a town. All these games, by the way,
game last year, and like Mr. Mc- will be played in enemy territory.

Allard
Don

By

DON BYRNE

Don Allard, one of the nation's
Grath, is a fine defensive ball "It's an ambitious schedule," adplayer.
mitted Dino, "but the boys are cap- best triple-threatbacks, was chosen
last Monday by the Washington
The ball-handling and play- able, ready and eager to play all

Redskins in the National Football
League's first draft. The Associated Press refused to consider
No Scrimmages
A great many people, neverthe- Don for All-America laurels beless, have questioned the readiness cause he has played in only six
of the Eagle quintet, since for the
first time in quite a few years,
B.C. has not had any outside scrimmages. The reason for this situation being an N.C.A.A. rule, which
prohibits a club from playing exof Dino Martin and company.
hibition games if their schedule exSix Lettermen Return
ceeds a certain amount of regular
B. C. was not hard hit by gradseason contests. "Daily practices,"
uation. They have six returning
coach Martin added, "will alleviate
lettermen and a bevy of sophany kinks the boys might have."
omores which do however pose a
We must not forget, that along
problem for Mr. Martin. "People
with the talent of this year's outfigure that we are stronger than
fit there is also the added impetus
last year," he commented, "but tryof the new gym and the home
ing to replace men like Jack Harcrowd, which could turn the tide
rington with young sophomores is
in many a close home-court battle.
quite a task." These "young sophomores" include former All-ScholB. C. has added speed, ball handastic Chuck Chevalier, Tom LoughGood Shooters
ling, good outside shooting, and
ery, who had an excellent freshDon Allard
B. C. has fair height with Yon height. These assets plus some fine
man campaign, and Frank Quinn,
returning lettermen and a good
Burg,
McGrath,
Shatter,
and
but
who according to Dino is "much
to place games this year due to his knee
their strong points are speed, sixty bench prompt this reporter
injury suffered in the Syracuse
improved." Whether or not these
top ten.
B.C.
in
the
East's
percent shooting, and smooth ball
game, and to the collarbone fracvarsity inductees can help B.C. in
ture sustained against Clemson.
handling. They'll need these "escompetition is yet to be decided.
Tom McArdle is still
sentials" to cope with the most SET SHOTS:
However, his greatness is vividWhen the locals took the floor
by a broken finger, but
bothered
to inaugurate the new gym versus
ambitious schedule any Boston should be ready for the Cross ly attested to by the fact that he
has been the recipient of numerous
Holy Cross last Thursday, the
College Basketball team has faced. game.
The only other casualty is
starting lineup had Barry McGrath
Outside of powers like Holy Cross, Captain George Giersch, who is still honors. For the second year in a
the
(6-5) at the center spot, Jack Mathe best B.U. team in a decade, bothered by the effects of a pneu- row, he has been named toSyraCatholic All-American team;
gee (6-0) and Chuck Chevalier
Connecticut, improved Brandeis, monia attack.
cuse and Clemson, both bowl-bound
(5-11) at guards, with Tom LoughSeton Hall, and Providence, the B. C. makes its first Madison teams, named him to their All-Opery (6-3) and Captain George
A.A. has petitioned said hallowed Square Garden appearance of the ponents team; he has received inGiersch at the forward slots. Jim
Eagles to cope with the likes of year on December 11th against a vitations to both the Senior Bowl
McArdle and Frank Quinn were
Navy, Villanova, N.Y.U., St. Bon- fine N. Y. U. club. Dino Martin and the Shrine Game; he received
plenty
Capt.
George
Giersch,
scheduled
to
see
of
who
leads
also
WNAC-TV's Sportsman of the
action.
B.C. into promising 58-59 season. aventure, Syracuse, and George- wants this one bad.
Week Award; and he was picked as
the outstanding back on the field
TOP TV?The Dinah Shore Chevy Show?Sunday?NßC-TV and the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom?weekly on ABC-TV.
in the College of the Pacific, Detroit, and Boston University games.
Don also won the Harry Agannis
trophy given to the outstanding
player in the BU game.
In the statistics department, Don
completed 43 passes in 90 attempts
<***
-"svmm^
for 691 yards. His running and
punting as well as his passing have
earned him a place among the alltime Boston College greats.
making of the heralded Chuck Chevalier set many experts agog during his freshman season. The former Charlestown product has only
one problem, he does not shoot
enough. "We're trying to break
this problem", coach Martin said,
"for he has a good shot."
Loughery and Quinn are excellent insurance for this young club,
since they have speed and are consistently hitting from the outside.
The higher echelon, however, is reMagee Improved
serving roses for the Sophs until
Jack Magee has looked much the season is over.
better in training, and hopes are
Completing the present edition
high for this agile senior. Jack
of Boston College basketball team
are returning lettermen, Rudy Yon
Burg (6-9), Jack Shoppmeyer, and
George Latkany, while other newcomers include Dick Schalter (6-6)
and Tom McArdle.

of these teams."
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The b-door 9-passenger Kingswood with rear-facing back seat and automatic rear window
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THIS IS THE ONE FOR WAGONS! 1959 CHEVY
Chevrolet's five stunning

.
,cq
f
ay
new station wagons jor
are shap erf to the new

American taste with fresh,
Slimline design. And
fine
J
. ,
?
practical
they re beautifully
with roomier, quieter
Bodies by Fisher, an even

..

?

...

smoother rule, new ease

handling!

of
?

Wagons were never more beautiful or
dutiful. From low-set headlights to
wing-shapedtailgate, these '59 Chevrolets are as sweet looking as anything
on wheels. They're just about the
handiest things on wheels, too-from
their overhead-curving windshieldto
load platform>
their longer>
Besides additional cargo space, you
also get added seatingroom (4 inches
more in front, over 3 inches in back).
And you>n find guch other practical
advantages as new easy-ratio steer-

ing, Safety Plate Glass all around,
bigger, safer brakes, smoother-thanever Full Coil suspension and a rolldown rear window (electrically operated as standard equipment on the
9-passenger
Your dealer's
waiting now with all the details on
why this year-more than everChevy's the one for wagons.

Kingswood],
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SULLIVAN
BROS.
Printers
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL

GL 8-6333
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Auxiliary Plants:
Boston
Oceanport, N. J.

Pawtucket, R. I.

now?see

the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!
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By TOM HUGHES

Last Saturday was the biggest day in Coach "Snooks" Kelley's
hockey life. The Eagles dedicated the new McHugh Forum, and what
was better, they beat Harvard for the first time in the past six games.
It was even a bigger game for Capt. Joe Jangro, for since Joe has
been wearing the Maroon and Gold, Saturday marked his first victory
against the Johnnies.

HOALANVKD SSISTANTS
THE CROSS
MEET
TO
READY

The task has fallen into capable
hands!
Head Coach Mike Holovak, opposing Dr. Eddie Anderson for the
eighth time, and no stranger to
Purple fans as a performer, is
known for his rebuilding and
"come-back" ability. One has only
to check the seven consecutive
wins after last season's disastrous
lid-lifter against Navy and five
straight victories following the
Villanova upset to confirm this.

By JIM SAVAGE
As many a bereaved and wet
Eagle supporter came down the
"Pike" about this time a year ago,
the only muttering audible from

beneath turned-down fedora and
depleated Brooks Brothers clothing was the age-old cry, "Wait 'till
next year." This ancient retort,
which is supposed to have originated among the Romans when
Caius Maximus finished second to
Pontius Flavius in a chariot race

Assistant Coach Lou Florio, who
reported at the "Heights" in 1950
to become a regular tackle under
Holovak, is looking forward to a
contest similar to his final appearance against the Purple in 1953.
"That year," reports Lou, "we
held them to minus four yards,
coming out on top 6-0. Wouldn't
mind seeing that happen again
Saturday!"
Line Coach Yin St. Pierre, a regular B.C. guard during the 1953-54 seasons, who will be handling
the forward wall tomorrow, predicts a defensive game. "Our main

With Cardinal Cushing watching his first hockey game, the Eagles
bit Harvard quick and hard. Within 28 seconds, B.C. was out in front
1-0. The score came on a picture play. Boston College's first line of
Walsh, Daley and Hughes were pressing hard in the Harvard game.
The Johnnies grabbed control of the puck, and started a break. But,
out of nowhere, Owen Hughes stole the rubber from Harvard's ace
forward. Bud Higginbottom, carried the puck to the right of Harry
Pratt, and passed off to Billy Daley breaking in fast on the left. Daley
made the most of the set up, and fired the puck high into the left hand
corner. The goal came so suddenly that it was easily the Harvard
killer. It was at 3:25 of the first period that hustling Bob Leonard
triggered home a rebound by the Harvard goal tender to put the
Eagles up 2-0.

Play settled down at that point with both clubs hitting hard and
setting a very fast pace on the ice. The Eagles relaxed only once, and
defense," he said, "will, of course, that was at the five minute mark of the second period, when Harvard's
be to rush Greene. If we can bot- dashing Dick Fisher took a pass from Maurice Balbonie, and beat B.G.s
tle him up and hamper his passing, Jim Logue.
Mr. Greene may have a very disapNot to take anything away from the Eagle team effort, for they
pointing afternoon."
all were playing grand hockey, but a few boys should be given extra
Backfield Coach Neil Warden, credit
for an outstanding performance. The defensive play of Joe Janwhose exploits at Notre Dame and
and
gro
Red Martin was by far the finest seen in the college ranks for
pro-ranks
in the
are well-known
is directing his initial attack a long time. Not only did they stop Harvard attacks when both teams
against the Purple. Comments were at full strength, but when B.C. was short handed this pair made
Neil, "Naturally with Allard out the Crimson look like a high school team by killing every penalty minute, and by keeping Harvard from scoring.

and Robbotti doubtful, our attack
has been weakened. However, the
offensive punch is well distributed
among boys like Colclough, Miller,
Duggan, Hogan and others. Consequently, although it's my first
meeting with the Cross, I'd like to
go out on a limb and predict a

and promised his followers a better
showing next year, was probably
used to no better advantage than
by one Michael John Holovak, who
had just witnessed his near bowlbound crew sink in what one local
observer termed, a "sea of mud."
But lo and behold, as the "next
year" rolled around for Caius Maximus, so it has for Michael John
Holovak, who faces tomorrow,
what is by far the roughest assignment of his six year term as head
coach. Can he and his assistants
patch up an outfit, demeaned by
Syracuse, degraded by
and almost destroyed by Clemson?
Can they assemble a formidable offensive attack minus the services
of their number one quarterback ?
Can they hold together a defense,
which as one fellow remarked,
won't resemble the out-patient department of the Carney Hospital?"

victory."
Billy Daley and Owen Hughes played fine hockey, hustling HarLastly, end coach, Larry Sullioff their feet. Their fore-checking kept the Harvard offense
vard
But the injury-riddled picture is van, who came to the "Heights" stalled all night, and enabled B.C. to keep constant pressure on the
not as promising as it could be, following a four-year stay at Mc- Crimson end.
Gill University near Toronto, and
and Mike is aware of this.
"Certainly the loss of Allard like Worden a former Notre Dame
Ron Walsh the big wing from South Boston closed the scoring for
has hurt us, but I think that many star, is coaching in his first Cross B.C. with a solo-rush at the fifteen minute mark of the third period.
people are going to be pleasantly contest. But as Larry is quick to He triggered his shot from the Harvard blue line leaving poor Harry
surprised with the play of Johnny point out, it isn't his initial look Pratt standing in front of the net with an amazed look on his face.
Amabile. His tremendous showing at the Cross.
This goal took the pressure off 8.C., and from then on it was all over
"I lived in Brockton," he re- but the shouts and the tears.
against Marquette and Miami are
marked, "and in my high school
indicative of what he can do."
When asked whether he felt days managed to see several B.C. ICE CHIPS: Word has it that the Jack Cusack's charlie-horse has
differently about facing the Cross vs. H.C. games. As for the Satur- turned into a bad muscle rupture. This could mean the loss of a big
as a coach than when he did as a day encounter I expect the ends to scorer for the year.
player, Mike chuckled, but em- really produce. For several of
Snooks Kelley was more than pleased with the response from his
phasized that there is considerable them, you know, it will be their
difference. "As a player", he said, last chance in college football. They yearling starters. Logue, Daley, Martin, and Hughes are the soph"you go out and do your individual won't need a pep-talk for this one!" omores who more than proved their worth in varsity competition.
assignment, but as a coach, you're
responsible for the assignments of
every player."
The subject of weather was
passed by quickly. Holovak remarked that "a rainy day wouldn't
help either club, least of all ours!"
TOMORROW EVENING

Cross Victory Dance
December 6

GLAMORIZE YOUR DATE!

Orchid Corsages
GARDENIAS, ROSES & CAMELLIAS
AT BIG
AAc
SAVINGS! W%M
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near Boit<m
Route 9 NEWTON

Route ? store closed Sat. at

«

Parkway

<=>Dance l^lub
(THE ORIGINAL)

The only dance exclusively for
College Students and Graduates
HOTEL KENMORE
FRIDAYS ONLY
STAG $1.25

8:30- 12:30

OLD VIENNA
1316 Commonwealth

- LITTLE

Aye. (Just

HOFBRAU

5 minutes from the college)

Minute Sirloin Steak

99^

Tenderized Veal Cutlets

99^

Onion Rings, French Fried Potatoes, Chef Salad, Rolls and Butter

Whipped Potatoes, Fresh Peas, Rolls and Butter

Sauerkraut or Knockwurst

Boiled Potato, Rolls and Butter

GRAND BALLROOM - HOTEL BRADFORD
Admission $4.00

RUBY NEWMAN'S ORCH,

and

MEMORIAL DRIVE, CAMBRIDGE

OPEN EVERY HITE 'TIL 9

Goalie Jim Logue left little to be desired in his net-minding. Sitting in the Harvard section, by some quirk of fate, this writer heard a
little Crimson rooter remark that Logue was very lucky. The only answer that can be given is that Jim was lucky on 35 shots. His cool
playing in the face of great odds proved that Al Pitts will not be
missed as much as many fans figured.

99(i

You're always ready
for a date...
thanks to Arrow
Wash and Wear
Your timing is as neat as your appearance when the shirt is a new
Arrow Wash and Wear. No waiting for the laundry. Just sudsdrip-dry?and you're ready to go!
Economical, too
your allow-

.. .

Carefully tailored by Arrow of
100% cotton oxford and broadcloth. Choice of collar styles in
whites, stripes, checks, solids. $4.00
up. Underwear by Arrow, too.
Cluett, Peabody& Co., Inc.
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WANTED: COLOR
By JERRY FITZGIBBON
Sports Editor

tricate than the letter "V" which know how the game is played
comprised the half-time show at come to enjoy the color. It's pleasthe Vilanova game, folks from ant for them and profitable for the
Atlanta to Chicago are apt to dis- AA. A Syracuse newspaper,. after
miss the whole affair as nothing the BC game up there, stated that
more than just another football the contrast between the cheering
game. Any two teams who are sections was salient. BC cheering
evenly matched can put on a good was loud but disorganized. They
show provided they've mastered said we "lacked color." I'm inclined
the fundamentals. We know we to agree.
NBC telecast will dispel inbred have at Boston College a team of
Why not improve audience appeal at Alumni Stadium ? If tickets
were properly distributed, fraternity pledges or frosh could sit together to form a placard section.
The band could be prompted to
It has occurred to practically no
TV coverage of tomorrow's Cross game could impair
the chances of the Boston College
Eagles to gain national prominence. People up this way seem to
think all that need be done is educate the ignorant who think BC
stands for nothing more than British Columbia. They feel that the
one that the

prejudices and win hundreds of
fans for Eastern football and Boston College. A win and we're famous. It is not that simple.
I have no doubt that the game
will be as thrilling and hardfought as any televiewers have

big-time caliber, but the casual

work up clever routines. The idea
of having girl cheerleaders, unpopular with the administration, is
gaining favor among the student
body, and would add a spark and
glamour. Maybe David Farmer, as
good a twirler as he is, could offer
some variety for the Alumni Stadium regulars. Are flaming batons
far-fetched? Why not revive the
Eagle-suited cheerleaders? Maybe
someone could compose a spritely
marching song. The ROTC drill
team might enhance half-time festivities. I know we don't have to
rival Cecil B. DeMille, and that we
aren't running a circus. Still, maybe some of these suggestions or
others also designed to add color
and polish can be put in/to practice.
There is definitely a void to be
filled.
There is no doubt that these
extras draw crowds, increase
spirit, and help promulgate the fact
that Boston College football really
is big-time. What will tomorrow

viewer, and there are many, will
judge by incidentals.
Other schools in the East have
earned recognition which endures
even when team-quality wanes.
They keep up appearances. Their
watched all year, but unless there Saturday afternoon spectacles bring?
is a sudden reversal of season-long demonstrate serious student suppolicy they may still tend to regard port. Syracuse fires a cannon and SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S
CHESS PROBLEM
our brand of football as inferior. launches a balloon after every
Boston College football games sore- touchdown, although the Orange
Black
White
ly lack color. Maybe you regard are at a loss for a mascot. Harvard 1. Qxß
1. PxQ
pre-game and half-time ceremony wheels around the world's largest 2. R?Nl eh
2. X ?Rl
as trivial, but just the same it is, drum between the halves. Prince- 3. BxPmate
rightly or wrongly, associated with ton's novelty is a band sporting Note: as a delaying move for black
big-time football. If our own fans straw hats. Army and Navy bring to extend the game to four moves,
don't get excited how can an out- their animals in tow. These schools black can play for move 1. R?K4;
sider be expected to? If the band continue to attract large crowds but B x R for white and result is
can't form any pattern more in- because spectators who scarcely same.
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BC Underdog

AgainsHC
t

JOE SCALLEY
Tomorrow afternoon Holy Cross ago. Earlier, Johnny performed
meets B.C. for the first time in the against Miami in the mud with
latter's new stadium in the 55th the poise of a water ballerina. If
renewal of the Jesuit rivalry. A John can perform well tomorrow
well-wrapped capacity crowd will the Purple will be dejected at
watch the Eagles (five point un- their victory dance. The rest of
derdogs) attempt to stop the foot- the Chestnut Hill cohort has nearball artistry of Tom Greene. Ta- ly recovered from the ill-fated trip
lented Tommy has passed, ran, to Dixie. Larry Eisenhauer, Jim
and kicked the Crusaders to a 6 Cotter, Frank Casey, and Frank
and 2 record against some very Robotti have licked their sores
stiff competition. Holy Cross is from Clemson. Well again all the
rated number one in New England. wounded warriors except Allard
Whether that position carries much are expected to play sometime toprestige is another question. How- morrow.
ever, except for injuries and a
This game will telecast tomorspotty running attack, the Purple row on the catberle screens around
might be one of the best teams in the country as one of the two
the east. Syracuse in the Orange games of the day. The revenue
Bowl, suffered its only loss to from such a venture will be much
Holy Cross in an early season appreciated by the participating
game. Pitt and Perm State are the parties. Perhaps with good weather
only flaws in the Holy Cross rec- and typical 8.C.-Holy Cross ferocord.
ity the see-for-free-ers will enjoy
New England Jesuit football.
Two Straight For Cross
The Seniors on this Holy Cross
team have beaten B.C. in the last
ELECTRIC TYPING
Professors and students commend my beautiful electwo November meetings and they tric
typing. Ph.D., Master and Honors theses;
hope to graduate three-time win- Reports, Law Briefs, and manuscripts of all descriptions expertly typed. Fast, accurate service.
ners. The captain-senior Jim Healy Excellent
references. (Clip ad and save)
mate,
Greene,
ranks with his
Mr.
Call: Mrs. Allen?Hl 2-1561
as a potent football player for he
was selected as guard in the allEast team of the AssociatedPress.
The underdog Eagles will rely
on a short but poised sophomore
For B.C. Students
John Amalbile to atone for last
year's licking in the mud at Chester Baker $3.00 multiple
Worcester. Don Allard will miss vitamins at your clinic. Special
his last chance to prance over the
field for dear old Alma Mater. price for all students $1.35
Ach Ach Allard, in cast, will spend
per bottle of 100.
the afternoon on the bench because of the severed collarbone he
sustained in a noble effort against
Clemson two weeks ago.
Visit, Phone, Write
Spotty Season
The Eagles have been spotty
this year, usually when Mr. Allard
was absent, and tomorrow will
make it either a successful or unsuccessful year. Amabile promises
to be more than Allard's shadow
though, and he might accomplish
77 SUMMER ST.
the unprobable for his Eagles. He
BOSTON
showed his quality by passing his
Liberty 2-1929
charges to their only two touchdowns against Clemson two weeks
By
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